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Shells are commonly used in several structural applications due to their specific load carry-
ing capabilities. One of the most interesting features of shell structures is that they can resist
external loads by developing membrane stresses yet, in general, also generate inefficient bend-
ing deformations and stresses. In this study, a pressurized composite ellipsoid of revolution is
designed for zero bending and curvature change. To this end, the stiffness properties of the ellip-
tical composite shell structure is tailored by fibre steering using an analytical model described
in [1]. A definition of bend-free state, independent from the amount of internal pressure, is
presented first. Based on this definition, the state of bending and curvature change due to inter-
nal pressure in the baseline and tailored structures are assessed by finite element analysis. The
results show that up to a certain level of ellipticity, a bend-free state is achievable by fibre steer-
ing in elliptical composite shells of revolution. Figure 1 shows one of the several cases studied
in this study in which the internal pressure-induced bending state of an isotropic ellipsoidal
shell of revolution is compared with its tailored composite counterpart. As shown in Figure 1,
by tailoring the stiffness via fibre steering the internal pressure-induced bending is suppressed
throughout the structure, while in the isotropic case (baseline), there is considerable bending
developed by the external load especially near the equator.
(a) Isotropic (b) Tailored composite
Figure 1: Internal pressure-induced bending contour maps in a) isotropic and b) fibre-steered
structure
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